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Introduction
Academic ranking, as a tool of scientometrics, provides a platform for the evaluation of research results at universities, research centers, institutes, interdisciplinary groups, etc. Ranking systems indeed play an important role in performance comparison and the clarification of individual contribution to the overall institution ranking. For instance, the decisions made during recruitment processes at German universities (economic fields) are typically supported by HB rankings, see Schläpfer and Schneider (2010) . The distribution of financial resources at universities is moreover based on performance-related schemes that among others include the comparison of the achieved research results, see Oberschelp and Jaeger (2010) .
The evaluation phase of research results is often accompanied by missing observations within certain academic ranking systems. Employed statistical tools from quantile regression enable us here to impute and predict the missing ranking data. Since the focus of academic ranking lies additionally on finding the leading outcomes that significantly contribute to the excellence in research, our work deals with performance comparison among researchers utilizing ranking observations from Handelsblatt (HB), Research Papers in Economics (RP) and Google Scholar (GS) databases.
The goals of this paper include: (i) Developing a forecasting methodology for treatment of incomplete ranking data, (ii) Analyzing the relationship strength between HB, RP and GS rankings and (iii) Understanding the influence of age and investigated research fields on the academic ranks of scientists among analyzed ranking systems.
Our research questions correspondingly include: How to impute a cross ranking for business (BWL) and economic (VWL) sciences as well as to predict an academic rank for researchers, not included in a particular ranking system? How strong is the relation between HB, RP and GS rankings? Does the age, respectively the research area, influence academic ranks? How do the ranking scores change for different age groups and selected research fields in economics? 2 This paper considers different perspectives for the comparison of research results. Within one ranking system the analysis is straightforward. The challenge arises when the comparison has to be made jointly, through different ranking scales or ranking systems, see Wohlrabe (2011) . Consider the HB ranking system that consists of several different rankings itself. Data are therefore often incomplete; for example, a top rated researcher of one ranking may not be listed in the other one(s) and vice versa. Such situations require a careful treatment of missing data. In mitigating these issues, we propose suitable quantile regression and correlation techniques in our work, while the conducted empirical study focuses on the dependence structure between HB, RP and GS ranking systems.
Quantile regression receives currently a relatively strong attention from the research community. A comprehensive description of quantile regression is given in Koenker (2005) ; the rapidly growing literature shows a variety of approaches and applications. Härdle and Song (2010) construct a uniform confidence band for quantile regression, Fitzenberger and Wilke (2005) provide an empirical application of quantile regression to duration data, Guo et al. (2013) fulfill a functional data analysis of generalized regression quantiles. A statistical analysis of linear as well as nonlinear models with the help of quantile regression through the estimation of conditional quantile curves has been proposed by Spokoiny et al. (2013) . Here we employ a quantile (median) regression in order to impute missing academic rankings data.
Based on the conducted analysis, we show that a median regression model successfully interpolates the missing academic rankings. Academic rankings data exhibit different correlation structures between underlying sub-rankings of HB, RP and GS, whereas the academic ranking variation has been documented to be quite sensitive to the age changes.
For example, the rank of younger as well as advanced age scientists is marginally changing (increasing) stronger than the rank of middle-age researchers. Interestingly, researchers from mathematical and quantitative methods' fields possess the leading positions across all three discussed ranking systems, whereas scientists specializing in microeconomics, international economics and general economics are presented in the dominant ranking 3 part within HB, RP and GS respectively.
The proposed approach as well as the findings of this research can be successfully used in practice (i) by selection committee in the recruitment process at universities (economic fields), (ii) as a unique tool in decion making related to the allocation of research funds, (iii) for collaborative purposes and grant proposal applications, etc. Our calculated HB Common Score finally can be used for a simultaneous comparison of candidates' profiles from business (BWL) and economic sciences (VWL).
The paper is structured as follows. The description of ranking systems and our data source is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the data and introduces the implementation of the predicting techniques. Section 4 discusses the HB, RP and GS comparison results and provides evidence on the impact of age and the research fields on ranking performance.
Finally, Section 5 concludes.
Academic Ranking Systems and Scales
For our comparison purposes we choose three ranking systems, namely HB, RP and GS, that are mostly used in economic and business fields among the German speaking countries, such as Germany, Austria and Switzerland. In this paper we repeatedly use the terms ranking, rank and score. The first one represents the academic system or scale that deals with the selected researchers. Rank denotes the position of each individual within the ranking scheme, while the score denotes the number of points assigned to a particular person. The analysis was furthermore carried out using R and MATLAB. In order to enhance the transparency of this research, all the used programming codes are available on the web-based repository hosting service and collaboration platform GitHub (accessed 22 Apr 2016) and QuantNet (accessed 05 Mai 2016).
Handelsblatt
The HB rankings provide the lists of the most active publishing researchers in business and economic fields in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, as well as German speaking researchers outside of these countries. The rankings have been developed by the Konjunkturforschungsstelle (KOF) of the ETH Zürich on behalf of HB and German Association for Social Policy (Verein für Sozialpolitik). For this purpose the publication data from several external databases, as well as the data from the Forschungsmonitoring (accessed 14 Oct 2015) are used. The HB ranking has an established reputation among the German speaking economists, since it influences decision making at universities regarding the distribution of funds, the recruitment process and performance evaluations, Schläpfer (2011).
HB creates and publishes a journal ranking out of selected journals which are indexed in the The American Economic Association's electronic bibliography -EconLit, see Combes and Linnemer (2010) . Every journal from the HB list receives a weight between 0.05 and 1, where a higher weight indicates a better rank. As reported by Gygli et al. (2014) , the individual researcher's rank is built from the number of weighted publications in relevant journals divided by the number of coauthors.
HB considers two fields: business sciences (BWL) and economics sciences (VWL). Within each field we analyze three sub-rankings from 2009 to 2015, namely the Researcher Life's Work (LW), Current Researchers (CR) and Researchers Under 40 (U40). This gives us a total of six BWL and VWL sub-rankings that are usually published once in two years.
The CR ranking is based on the rated researchers' publications in predetermined journals over the last five years, whereas the U40 ranking considers all scientists younger than 40 years. The LW ranking, finally, takes all rated researchers publications from the HB journals list into account. It is worth noting that every researcher can be present either in VWL or in BWL rankings. Although inside each of these fields the person can belong to any ranking of LW, CR or U40 (the last only if additionally younger than 40).
It is interesting to trace the rank development over time in an orthogonal coordinate system, as well as to represent a high-dimensional data (up to four dimensions for VWL)
of each year in the same scale, namely LW, CR or U40. This task may be performed using parallel coordinates plots, Härdle and Simar (2015) , see Figures 1 and 3, for VWL and BWL, respectively. The coordinates representing a single year are drawn in parallel axes and the ranking scores of the selected researchers in various years are connected through the axes with straight lines. Each line represents rankings of a single person through the analyzed years. Red dashed lines denote the three quartiles (25%, 50% and 75%). All variables on the y-axis are scaled to maximum equal to one and minimum equal to zero.
The maximal score of each year is shown on the upper x-axis, due to the dynamics of the maximal scores over time.
One can promptly detect a positive trend of the LW and CR rankings for both fields, VWL and BWL. This tendency has been confirmed by the plotted quartiles as well as the maximum ranking score for each year. Outside the quartiles, one may identify outliers evident from the boxplots in For the research in this paper we utilize VWL LW 2015 and BWL LW 2014 rankings, as they are the most recent ones and have the largest number of different considered researchers equal to 500. In order to perform the analyses of the research fields and researcher' age on the score, we have to eliminate the persons with missing observation, i.e. with no information on age or research fields. Thus, the age data is available for 458
persons, while 448 have information about the research area provided by HB.
Research Papers in Economics
The RP ranking system collects the bibliographic data of journal articles, books, working papers and other scientific media outlets. It contains around 2 million research items from more than 2300 journals and 4300 working paper series. Although the RP project offers a broad spectrum of services, in this paper we focus solely on author ranking that relies on data from more than 46 thousand registered researchers, see RePEc (accessed 22 Apr 2016).
The main idea of RP author ranking is to monthly publish a list of top 5% of researchers based on a average rank score. For each author this score is calculated based on a two step procedure. Firstly the authors are individually ranked within each of the 36 separate sub-rankings, excluding the w-index, a special case of the h-index. Secondly, a harmonic mean of the individual ranks represents this average rank score. For convenience, all subrankings are listed in the Table 4 in Appendix. In contrast to HB and GS, one should note that within the RP system the top-ranked scientists receive the smallest score and vice versa. For more details, we refer to Zimmermann (2013) and the corresponding RP webpage.
Contrary to HB, all RP sub-rankings receive the same weight while providing the average rank score, although they per se may impose a weighting scheme. To boost the HB score, for instance, an author is considering the journal ranking list, whereas in order to improve the RP score, researchers have to work on other publication aspects, such as the number of citations, abstract views, etc. Since the HB ranks are available up to 2015 inclusive, the RP data have been collected for December 2015 for comparison purposes. The highdimensional structure of RP ranks is introduced with the help of parallel coordinates plot in Figure 24 in Appendix.
Google Scholar
Different from HB and RP, GS concentrates on citation data, Hamermesh (2015) . For every researcher it provides information about the number of citations per paper, the total number of citations, as well as the values of the h-index and the i10-index. While calculating its metrics, as it is shown by Dilger and Müller (2011) , GS takes all types of research publications into account. GS has a good coverage in social sciences, economics, finance and business administration, see also Harzing and Wal (2008) , which makes it a desirable choice for our research purposes.
For our comparison through ranking scales we use GS number of citations. The parallel coordinates plot in Figure 5 gives an insight on the development of citation count for 
Data
Based on the academic ranking systems introduced in the previous section, we present the database used in this paper and provide the corresponding summary statistics in Subsection 3.1 and in Subsection 3.2 the methodology for treatment of missing HB ranking data for the selected scientists.
Data and Descriptive Statistics
Our paper aims to compare ranking data from HB, RP and GS scales. Using information from one ranking system can be inadequate for comparison of individuals. The HB ranking, for example, does not account for the information about monographs, although in German speaking countries this art of publication remains quite popular, as discussed in Wohlrabe (2013) . For researchers of advanced age thus a lower rank may be expected.
As there exists a relatively strong correlation between HB and country-specific RP rankings, according to Wohlrabe (2011) , it is reasonable to consider more ranking systems in performance evaluation.
Our paper correspondingly considers HB (data from 2014 -2015), RP (December 2015) and GS data (December 2015). In order to take into account both economic and business sciences, we select two main HB rankings with data available for 500 scientists: (i) the VWL LW in 2015 for 250 persons and (ii) BWL LW in 2014 for 250 persons. In December 2015, 2304 researchers have been listed in RP top 5% author ranking. From them, 1027 had a GS profile with corresponding GS scores. The detailed descriptive statistics is shown in Table 5 , which is for convenience included in the Appendix.
A more detailed view on the data merging results is depicted in the mosaic plot, Figure   7 . Consider the 500 scientists in HB. There are 122 persons that have also a RP score, but not a GS profile. Similarly, 260 persons have a HB and GS, but no RP ranking data. Finally, there are 84 researchers for which the HB, RP and GS data are available. In our research it is convenient to utilize the data of these 84 scientists, if not specified differently.
Predicting the Handelsblatt Common Score
Recall from Section 2.1, there are 500 researchers that are included either in the VWL (250 persons) or the BWL (250 persons) ranking list. As it follows from the mosaic plot in Figure 7 , 84 researchers have ranks in all three ranking systems (HB, RP and GS).
A closer look at the data indicates that these 84 HB researchers belong either to VWL LW or to BWL LW rankings. By predicting and imputing the unobserved rankings, here the VWL LW scores can be compared with the BWL LW scores of researchers.
For this purpose, we transform the HB sub-rankings into one unique rank, the so-called HB Common Score. For its computation we consider linear as well as quantile (median) regression.
Quantile Regression
One can describe a relationship between two variables through a linear regression (LR) model, see, e.g., Härdle and Simar (2015) y
where β 0 denotes the intercept and β 1 depicts the regression line slope with ε i denoting the error term. Here n stands for the sample size, i.e., in our case the number of scientists.
The response observation of individual i is denoted by y i , and x i is the i-th value of the regressor.
Referring to Koenker and Bassett (1978) and Koenker and Hallock (2001) , we introduce the quantile regression (QR) model related to the linear regression (1) as
where τ ∈ (0, 1) denotes the quantile level and the error ε i (τ ) has τ -quantile zero. For instance, setting τ = 0.5, results in median quantile regression.
In the estimation of the linear regression model, the estimates of the unknown intercept and the slope parameter are found by least square minimization
In median quantile regression the estimates of the parameters are obtained by the minimization of the sum of absolute residuals
The linear model (1) defines the relation between dependent variable and regressors, as an average through the conditional mean function. On the contrary, the quantile regression
(2) offers a broader perspective, since it models the conditional τ -th quantile, providing the possibility to depict the interconnections at various points, see Koenker (2015) and Baum (2013) . For instance, for τ = 0.5 the conditional median function is resulting, a functional that is of bounded influence, i.e. robust w.r.t. outliers.
The analysis of data with thick tail, non-normal errors may not only become challenging, but also biasing for the linear model, and indeed our data has many outliers. For the sake of brevity we refer to the figures presented. In summary, the quantile regression is robust in the presence of outliers and therefore we use median quantile regression for further analysis.
Parameter Estimation and Estimation Quality
Consider for convenience the top 100 VWL LW (y i ) as well as the top 100 BWL LW (x i ) scores, i = 1, . . . , 100, and then fit the equation (4). Denote the estimated model parameters by β (0.5) 0
and β (0.5) 1
. Then the estimated HB Common Scores (VWL LW), using the analyzed n = 100 pairs (y i , x i ), are found by
Empirical results show an excellent explanatory performance. Figure 8 includes the scatterplot with the imposed fitted median quantile regression line, as well as the Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot of the associated residuals versus the quantiles of the normal distribution. The fitted least squares regression line lies below the fitted quantile regression line. The least squares approach provides a prediction of mean VWL LW score given the average values of the BWL LW score. The quantile regression gives a forecast of the τ -th quantile of VWL LW; in our case the median. Note that here the fit of least squares is 14 affected by the outliers, thus by relatively high and low scores.The estimated parameters of the quantile regression analysis, summarized in Table 1 , are used for the HB Common Score estimation. The goodness-of-fit results are presented in -0.28 0.21 -1.37 0.1725 β (0.5) 0 1.07 0.04 27.71 0.0000 Table 1 : Estimated regression model parameters (Est.) for rankings between VWL LW (dependent variable) and BWL LW (explanatory variable) for HB researchers. We provide the standard error of estimates (SE), the test statistic t for testing whether the null hypothesis that the true parameter equals 0 and the associated p-value.
MSE
r 2 BWL LW 0.9976 0.9308 The so-called HB Common Score is represented either by the existing VWL LW score or the predicted one. For 250 researchers of VWL LW their existing scores depict HB Common Scores. The remaining 250 VWL LW scores have been predicted from BWL LW and now represent the HB Common Score (HB CS). In total, 500 HB Common Scores are associated to the 500 researchers.
Score Comparison
As was implied in Section 3.2, the HB Common Score can be used for further comparison with other ranking scales in Section 4. In Subsection 4.1 we investigate the relations between HB, RP and GS. The influence of age on ranking scores is examined in Subsection 4.2, whereas Subsection 4.3 shows the results of research fields analysis.
HB, RP and GS
From now on when we write HB, RP or GS we mean HB Common Score, RP average rank score and GS citations, if it is not stated differently.
For visualizing the data distribution we produce histograms and corresponding boxplots in Figure 9 for HB, RP and GS. The distributions of HB and GS scores of researchers are asymmetric, right-skewed and single-peaked. The heavy tails stretching away from the peaks indicate the presence of many outliers that fall outside the overall pattern, here associated with extreme values.
We have a concentration of data in the left part and a long tail to the right. This represents the vast majority of scientists with lower ranks, with few persons possessing very high ranks. In the RP scores distribution, in contrast, one can identify multiple peaks close together, slight symmetry, but no apparent pattern. This can be explained by the structure of RP average rank score, as it is calculated from 36 another sub-rankings that was discussed in Section 2.2.
The data seem to be centered for HB around 6.41 points, for RP at 1100 scores and for GS at 5332 citations, as depicted at the boxplots on the lower part of Figure 9 . This implies that roughly half of ranks are given to the scientists possessing ranks less than the mentioned levels.
The parallel coordinates plot in Figure 10 The relationship between HB, RP and GS scores is further analyzed with correlation matrix in Figure 13 for the full data frame consisting of 42 factors. Here we use the HB Common Score and also include the age of researchers as an additional factor. The descriptive statistics is introduced in Table 6 in Appendix.
The correlation plot reveals that a lot of variables indicate a strong linear relationship. In particular, the correlation between GS citations and other variables varies mainly moderate to strong. The HB Common Score shows in the most cases moderate correlation.
The visible clusters that characterize RP data corresponding to the groups of rankings introduced in Table 4 . The negative correlation between RP average rank and other variables is due to the difference in scales, as explained in Section 2.2.
One can notice that the RP and GS citations and h-index show a very strong correlation.
These pairwise relations are additionally explored through the scatterplots and hexagon 
Influence of Age
Our research question is to study whether the age influences the rankings of scientists.
As the age data is available only for 458 persons from HB, we also reduce the full datasets within RP and GS to the top 458 observations, see Section 2. The scatterplots, hexagonplots and boxplots in Figures 16 -20 show the relations between age and ranking scores in a more detailed way. From Figures 16 -17 one can make several observations. First, there exists a positive relationship between age and HB ranks. For RP it is difficult to identify any pattern of data points. Here it is important to note that some RP rankings are standardized with respect to age, see Table 4 in Appendix. At the same time it seems to be a very weak association between age and GS.
For research aggregate we divide ranking scores of scientists into nine groups with respect to their age with the step of five years, starting from persons younger than 36 years old and summing up with ones older that 70 years. The overall patterns of response for the age groups are described on the boxplots in Figures 18 -20 .
The notable high box length of ranks from RP age groups gives an indication of the high sample variability. On the other hand, the comparatively short boxplots from GS age groups indicate that GS researchers have only slight difference on the introduced scale.
In the same way, the boxplots of HB are comparatively tall. This suggests that top 458 of HB scientists have relatively different ranking scores. Almost all age groups of HB moreover indicate the presence of heavy tails in the direction of higher ranks, as in some cases the length of the whiskers exceeds the length of the boxes. At the same time the scientists of advanced age are mostly located in RP and partly in GS.
Research Fields
The field of research of every scientist provided by HB and GS enable us to enrich our data set by adding this factor and to perform a comparative analysis. From 500 researchers in HB only 448 persons have information about subject fields. This constrain forces to reduce the GS dataset, by taking 448 best ones, thus enabling the comparison. From RP we also select top 448 persons, though from merged data with GS or HB, see Figure 7 .
As a result, the RP scientists that originally do not have any information about areas of research receive these from their GS profiles or HB ranking system. Therefore, we receive a dataset that contains best 448 scientists within each of the discussed ranking system with their main research field.
In order to analyze the influence of research area on ranking scores, all researchers were divided into 19 groups of subject fields according to the well-known in economic sciences Journal of Economic Literature (JEL) classification, see JEL (accessed 22 Apr 2016).
The explanation of JEL codes is given in Table 8 in Appendix. A distribution of scores of researchers within research areas (JEL codes) and corresponding ranking systems can be clearly seen on the comparative histograms in Figure 22 . The generated from our data set frequency Table 3 , as well as the corresponding percentage values on the Table 9 , show that more than 16% of selected HB researches come from mi-croeconomics. They are followed by the scientists from business field, financial economics, mathematical and quantitative methods, as well as macroeconomics and monetary economics, with over 10% within each research area. quantitative methods with over 15% and 11% respectively. In the same manner the dominant research area of GS is presented by general economics and teaching with more than 19% of researchers. Besides, international economics produces above 14% of GS, while mathematical and quantitative methods, as well as financial economics, make 11% and 10% correspondingly. However, the mathematical and quantitative methods is the only research field among compared ones which has over 10% across all three ranking systems.
To sum up, we present a mosaic plot in Figure 23 that gives us an advantage of relative simultaneous comparison of ranking systems through the subject fields in a four dimen- 
Conclusions
Summing up the results, it can be concluded that the quantile median regression model successfully predicts the missing ranking data in HB. It has been demonstrated that there exist different correlation structures between underlying sub-rankings of HB, RP and GS.
Moreover, it was shown that there is a considerable improvement of young researchers within HB for the last several years.
The results obtained show that the academic ranking variation is sensitive to the age.
Particularly, the rank of younger and advanced-age scientists is marginally changing (increasing) stronger than that of middle-age researchers. In addition, individuals from such research field as mathematical and quantitative methods possess the leading posi- The frequency the author appears on the shortest path through coauthorship between any two other registered authors Others 36 Students Average rank across all other criteria for the set of graduates registered in RePEc and listed in RePEc Genealogy 37 NEPCites Citation breadth across fields Table 9 : The percentage values for the frequency Table 3 for JEL codes and ranking scores of HB, RP and GS for Top-448 scientists within each ranking system for December 2015.
